PRIVATE SPA USE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, MAISON ELINCOURT
Downloadable online at : www.maisonelincourt.com / available in the spa room.
To ensure your safe enjoyment of the spa area we request that you read through and adhere to the rules of this document. By
signing below everone using the spa faciities accepts the conditions of use as set out in this document agreeing to leave the space
in the same good working order and clean condition.

OPERATIONS
- On arrival you will have been informed of the health and safety rules for using the spa. The spa health and saftey document is
also displayed in the spa area.
- We advise you to arrive a few minutes in advance in order to take full advantage of your private hour of relaxation in the spa. It is
imperative that you please vacate the spa room on time. This will enable us to offer clean and timely access to following clients.
Likewise you will appreciate the punctuality of preceding spa users.
- Operating water temperatures are normally 36-37°C with bubble cycles set to increments of 40 minutes.
- You need only use 2 buttons located next to each other on the inside edge of the spa tub. These operate the underwater lighting
and bubble cycle respectively. To switch these on or off depress/ pump the button twice.
- Spa water is regularly checked to maintain quality and temperature.
- Please inform us at the earliest opportunity of any fault or damage within the spa.

CIVIL RESPONSABILITY

- As a client you are responsible for your correct use of the spa infrastructure. Please refer to the usage instructions, health and
safety notices presented to you. It is important that you familiarise yourself with these and respect the necessary usage
precautions and safety requirements.
- In the case of innapropriate use or disregard of these health and safety rules you will be held responsible and accountable for any
incurring costs for damages and their associated repairs and/ or cleaning to restore the space to its prior condition.
- The spa area will be inspected and cleaned following your departure. Your attention will quickly be drawn to any problems found
i.e. the same day or the following day concerning the final time allocation.

SPA HEALTH & SAFETY
- Spa users must please shower before and after using the spa.
- Parents are advised that the spa is not suitable for children under the age of six years old.
- Minors must be supervised at all times by their parents whose "civil responsibility" it is to enforce the rules of safety including no
splashing and no toys.
- For group access and to avoid overflows/ excessive flooding, a maximum of 4 people at any one time are permitted in the water.
- You should be in good general health to use the spa and use is at your own risk. People with skin, ear, genital or other body
infections, open sores or wounds should not use the spa. Likewise for those with heart disease, diabetes, low or high blood
pressure, or any other serious illness or communicable disease.
- During pregnancy please seek medical advice before using a spa.
- You are required to wear flip-flops or bath slippers in the spa room (if needed these can be purchased for 4€), to guard against the
transmission of bacterial/ fungal infection and slippery surface danger (please take extra care when entering and leaving the spa).
- Maison Elincourt takes no responsibility in case of accident or loss of personal effects.
- It is strictly forbidden to use any glass items in the spa room.
- It is also strictly forbidden to use personal products (oils, shampoo, shower gel or any other sustance) in the spa water.
- Do not immerse your head in the spa and please tie up long hair.
- For your safety, candles should not be handled, moved or removed from their holders.
- Should you require assistance please contact the owners.

NOISE DISTURBANCE
- You are kindly asked to respect the tranquility of other guests staying at Maison Elincourt by refraining from shouting, screaming
or making any other noise that would interupt their peace.

REMINDERS
- You are reminded that it is strictly forbidden to smoke anywhere in the establishment.
- Please be advised that the gym equipment in the spa area is private and not for client use.
- Personal picnics are not allowed in the spa room. Only beverages sold by Maison Elincourt may be consumed in the spa area.
- For obvious reasons of hygiene and courtesy the spa must not to be used for sexual encounters.
- The establishment reserves the right to enter the occupied spa area to ensure the adhesion of these rules.
Thank you for your cooperation and we hope you enjoy your private spa time.

SURNAME / FIRST NAME : ........................................................................ TEL : ............................................ ADDRESS : N° ….....
ROAD : .................................................................. TOWN : ............................. POSTCODE : ........................ COUNTRY :.…............
Requested time allocation :

 4PM to 5PM ;  5.30PM to 6.30PM

;

 7PM to 8PM (spa closure)

Signed at Elincourt-Sainte-Marguerite (date) ................................................

at

.......... H ............

Signature preceded by "read and approved" : ........................................................................................................................

